In order to avoid Levinthal's paradox of protein folding, it is necessary for protein molecules to somehow reduce their conformational space to be searched for the native structures in the folding processes. The "new view" of protein folding describes this reduction of conformational space toward a native structure as a funnel-like shape of energy landscape along conformational degrees of freedom[@b1-3_1]. How and what physical nature of proteins, then, reduces the conformational space? What does an ensemble of conformations in a process of reducing conformational space look like?

Structural characterizations of transition states in several small proteins have been extensively progressed by the synergy of mutational phi-value analyses and molecular dynamics simulations[@b2-3_1]--[@b7-3_1]. Common features are seen that in transition states overall structures are very close to the native structures although their hydrophobic cores and secondary structures are considerably loosened. In the case of barnase, an intermediate state, which appears before the transition sate, is also shown to have a native-like overall chain topology with substantial native-like contacts. How about earlier stages of folding?

The denatured form of staphylococcal nuclease was studied by NMR measurement of residual dipolar couplings (RDC) in weakly aligned state, and suggested to possess native-like long-range orderings of the chain segments even in 8M urea solution[@b8-3_1]. However, it is recently reported that the RDC data are sufficiently explained with local structural preferences per residue without interpretation of long-range orderings[@b9-3_1].

On the other hand, NMR relaxation measurements and chemical shift deviations indicates largely unstructured features with some short-range residual structures such as helix and turn, in denatured states of several proteins[@b2-3_1]--[@b4-3_1],[@b10-3_1]--[@b12-3_1]. Unfolding simulations also capture the denatured ensembles having the tendency for the corresponding short-range structures and some weak clustering of hydrophobic residues. In the case of unfolding simulation of barnase, a coarsegrained overall chain topology, although expanded, retains that of the native structure[@b11-3_1],[@b13-3_1]. If such a native-like overall topology is formed, the conformational space has already reduced to a substantial extent. How does a protein chain reach that topology from an earlier stage of folding (the earliest stage is a state of a newly born nascent chain)?

What ensembles of conformations connect between an extensively unfolded state with some short-range structures, if any, and a substantially ordered state with a native-like coarse-grained overall chain topology? To observe and characterize such ensembles of conformations before the formation of a native-like overall chain topology, we performed multiple unfolding molecular dynamics simulations of barnase at 498 K with explicit water. And we applied the concept of module to descriptively capture possible long-range features in unfolded conformations that have no native-like chain topology.

The concept of module is originally discovered in searching for a structural unit within globular domains that is related to the exon-intron structure of genes[@b14-3_1]. Module is defined by partitioning a globular domain into small contiguous segments that have the most compact or the least extended conformations[@b14-3_1]--[@b16-3_1]. The average length of modules is 13-residues long. Statistically significant correlations between module boundaries and intron positions are seen in various kinds of globular proteins[@b14-3_1]--[@b18-3_1], which suggest that proteins have evolved by assembling modules through exon shuffling[@b16-3_1],[@b19-3_1].

Quasi-independent features of modules are clarified, in particular by studying on modules of barnase ([Fig. 1](#f1-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). Hydrogen bonds are mainly localized within modules[@b20-3_1]. Five of the six isolated modules of barnase are mechanically stable, demonstrated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in vacuo and in explicit water[@b21-3_1]. These observations suggest that the native conformations of the modules are self-consistent, i.e., specified predominantly by intra-module interactions[@b20-3_1],[@b22-3_1]. Two modules of barnase, M2 and M3, each isolated in solution, were revealed by 2D NMR to have some secondary structures formed at their native positions[@b23-3_1]. Mini-barnase, which lacks 26 amino acid residues closely corresponding to module M2 (residues 25--52), was revealed by CD and NMR spectroscopies to fold into a similar structure to those of barnase at least around the hydrophobic cores in a cooperative two-sate manner[@b24-3_1],[@b25-3_1]. This measurement suggests a relatively independent relationship between module M2 and the rest of the molecule, mini-barnase. All these results propose the idea that modules would be quasi-independent folding units in a globular domain.

As mentioned above, module is originally introduced to describe a hierarchical structure of native protein globules. But the concept of modules is also applicable to non-native, flexible structures in a sense that it is possible in each snapshot conformation to find the way to divide the whole protein chain into relatively compact segments. Along with this conceptual extension, we hereafter call such detected relatively compact substructures "quasi-modules". Using this description method, we can detect and characterize relatively long-range structures in unfolding simulations of barnase.

Materials and methods
=====================

Molecular dynamics simulations
------------------------------

All energy minimizations and MD simulations were performed with the sander module of AMBER 5 and sander_classic module of AMBER 6 program suites[@b26-3_1],[@b27-3_1]. We used amber 1994 (Cornell *et al.*) force field in all calculations[@b28-3_1]. A crystal structure of barnase (PDB ID: 1RNB)[@b29-3_1] was utilized as the initial conformation of the simulations. The N-terminal first residue that is invisible in the crystal structure was omitted and the remaining 109 residues of barnase were used in our study. Assuming neutral pH condition, the N-terminal amino group and side chains of Lys and Arg were protonated, and the C-terminal carboxyl group and side chains of Asp and Glu were deprotonated. In this condition, net charge of barnase was +2. To relieve unfavorable atomic collisions, a 1000 step energy minimization was performed by the steepest descent method without cutoff truncation for non-bonded interactions. To neutralize the net charge of the whole system, seven sodium ions and nine chloride ions were set around barnase. Then, the molecular system was immersed in a cubic box containing TIP3P water molecules such that the minimum distance between any solute atom and the edge of the box was 15 angstrom. Number of water molecules was 8176. To equilibrate solvent molecules, a 20 ps MD simulation of water molecules and counter ions at 300 K at 1 atm under NPT condition was carried out. Then, a 1000 step energy minimization of the whole system was performed by the steepest descent method. This energy-minimized system was used as the initial conformation for the control simulation at 300 K. Further preparation was done for unfolding simulations at 498 K. The dimension of water box was isotropically expanded to adjust the density of the water to 0.829 g/ml, which corresponds to the lowest pressure (\~26 atm) required for water to stay in the liquid state[@b5-3_1],[@b6-3_1],[@b30-3_1]. Then, solvent molecules were re-equilibrated by a 20 ps MD simulation at 498 K under the constant volume condition, followed by a 1000 step energy minimization of the whole system by the steepest descent method. This energy-minimized system was used as the initial conformation for unfolding simulations at 498 K. Ten 3 ns MD simulations at 498 K under NVT condition were carried out as unfolding simulations of barnase. Periodic boundary condition and Particle mesh Ewald method were used to calculate electrostatic interactions without cutoff[@b31-3_1]. SHAKE algorithm was applied to fix covalent bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms to their equilibrium values[@b32-3_1], and a time step of 2 fs was used in integrating the equation of motion. Snapshot structures were collected at every 0.5 ps for each simulation.

Identification of (quasi-)module boundaries
-------------------------------------------

Modules are conceptually those sub-structural segments resulted from partitioning a globular domain into the most compact or least extended contiguous segments[@b14-3_1],[@b15-3_1]. Module boundaries are identified as residue positions that correspond to local minima in the centripetal profile[@b16-3_1],[@b20-3_1]. We have developed a full-automatic module identification method that uses only the coordinates of C^α^-atoms of proteins (Go *et al*., in preparation), which allows the method potentially applicable to any structure if the coordinate is available. Although the concept of module is originally given to describe the well-defined native structures of globular proteins as hierarchical structures, it can be applied to snapshot structures on the way of unfolding processes to describe the overall structure as the assembly of relatively compact sub-structural segments. We will use the term 'quasi-module' to distinguish this extended concept from the original one defined for the native structures. Using the same automatic method, module boundaries of the native structure and quasi-module boundaries of all snapshot structures in the unfolding trajectories were identified.

Definition of native contacts and Q-values
------------------------------------------

In this study, native contacts were defined by residue-based approach. We considered two residues to be in contact if the shortest distance between their constituent non-hydrogen atoms is less than 4.0 angstrom. Residues being in contact in a snapshot structure of MD simulations were considered to be in native contact if they were also in contact in the native structure. In counting the number of native contacts, only pairs of residues separated more than three residues apart from each other along the primary structure were considered. We introduced a progress variable Q, defined as a fraction of the number of residual native contacts for a certain conformation against the total number of native contacts in the native structure[@b33-3_1]--[@b36-3_1]. This variable indicates the degree of unfolding; Q=1 corresponds to the native structure and Q=0 to fully denatured conformations without any native contacts. Native hydrophobic contacts are defined as native contacts between hydrophobic residues (Val, Ile, Leu, Met, Cys, Phe, Tyr, Trp). Barnase has three hydrophobic cores[@b37-3_1]. Persistency of each hydrophobic core is a fraction of residual native contacts in each hydrophobic core.

Results
=======

Overall properties of unfolding trajectories
--------------------------------------------

Trajectories of C^α^-RMSD from the X-ray structure for the ten molecular dynamics simulations at 498 K show that barnase was progressively unfolded in various ways ([Fig. 2](#f2-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). Conformations at 3 ns end points of the ten unfolding trajectories were largely different from the native structure and also different from each other ([Fig. 3](#f3-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). Properties of these final structures are shown in [Table 1](#t1-3_1){ref-type="table"}. Seven of the ten unfolding trajectories reached C^α^-RMSD of more than 10 angstrom. Less than 20% of the native hydrogen bonds were retained at 3 ns end points of 8 trajectories. These results demonstrate that various unfolding pathways of barnase were sampled in our simulations. Detailed analyses of persistence or loss of specific structural elements are described below.

Gradual losses of the native secondary structures
-------------------------------------------------

The native structure of barnase has three α-helices and a five-stranded anti-parallel β-sheet ([Fig. 1a](#f1-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 4](#f4-3_1){ref-type="fig"} shows the persistency of the native secondary structure elements (α-helices and β-sheet) along the time axis for each trajectory. Gradual losses of the native secondary structures, in particular, the β-sheet, were commonly seen although they proceeded in different manners among 10 trajectories. The α-helices were more sustainable than the β-sheet, the reason of which might be partly due to amber 1994 (Cornell *et al.*) force field[@b28-3_1], the force field we used, which is known as an α-helix-favoring force field. We next unified all the trajectories and analyzed them together to extract common properties among trajectories by introducing another progress variable Q, defined as a fraction of residual native contacts. As expected, Q values were gradually decreasing along time axes in our unfolding simulations (data not shown). By classifying all snapshot structures based on their Q values, we can treat all trajectories together on the Q-axis. Following Tsai *et al.*[@b36-3_1], we classified all snapshot structures into four bins based on Q values; 1.0 \<=Q\< 0.75, 0.75 \<=Q\<0.5, 0.5 \<=Q\<0.25, and 0.25 \<=Q\< 0.0. These four bins were named, by taking medians, Q=0.875, Q=0.625, Q=0.375, and Q*≡*0.125, respectively. We analyzed average persistency of the native secondary structures for each bin ([Fig. 5a](#f5-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the time trajectories illustrated in [Figure 4](#f4-3_1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5a](#f5-3_1){ref-type="fig"} clearly shows that both native α-helices and β-sheet were gradually lost as unfolding proceeded along the Q axis and that the α-helices were more stable than the β-sheet. At the most native-like ensemble (the bin of Q=0.875), both native secondary structure elements showed similar and high persistencies (α-helices: 0.729, β-sheet: 0.655), and the persistencies gradually decreased as unfolding proceeded. Finally, the most unfolded ensemble (the bin of Q=0.125) has 0.269 of residual native α-helices and almost no native β-sheet (persistency: 0.001) ([Fig. 5a](#f5-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that the regions (the C-terminal half of α1 and the turn connecting β3 and β4) which correspond to the residual local structures in urea-denatured barnase observed by an NMR relaxation measurement[@b10-3_1], were found to retain their native-like conformations with high persistency even for the most unfolded ensemble (the bin of Q=0.125) in the simulations.

Gradual losses of the native hydrophobic cores
----------------------------------------------

The native structure of barnase has three hydrophobic cores ([Fig. 1b](#f1-3_1){ref-type="fig"})[@b37-3_1]. The major hydrophobic core (core 1) is formed between α-helix 1 and the β-sheet. The smallest hydrophobic core (core 2) is formed within a contiguous segments including α2, α3 and the N-terminal region of β1. The other hydrophobic core (core 3) is formed between the β-sheet, the loop connecting β1 and β2, and the loop connecting β4 and β5. Using the same Q value as defined above for the analysis of secondary structures, we analyzed the persistency of hydrophobic cores in a similar way. We found that all three hydrophobic cores gradually broke as unfolding proceeded ([Fig. 5b](#f5-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). At the initial stage of unfolding (the bin of Q = 0.875), the three hydrophobic cores have already broken to a fair extent (persistency; core 1: 0.619, core 2: 0.435, and core 3: 0.516), and further disruptions proceeded up to the final stage of unfolding (the bin of Q=0.125), where almost no core structures retained (persistency; core 1: 0.111, core 2: 0.055, and core 3: 0.155). As described later, however, some native contacts between hydrophobic residues retained with high probability at the C-terminal region of α1, between β3 and β4 and so on.

Persistence of quasi-modules
----------------------------

The native 3D structure of barnase is decomposed into at least six modules, M1--M6; M1 (amino acid residues 1--24), M2 (25--52), M3 (53--73), M4 (74--88), M5 (89--98), and M6 (99--110) ([Fig. 1c](#f1-3_1){ref-type="fig"})[@b20-3_1]. We decomposed all simulation snapshot conformations into quasi-modules by our automatic module-identification method. In the control simulation at 300 K, barnase retained its native structure throughout 3 ns of simulation time; the C^α^-RMSD rose to only around 2 angstrom ([Fig. 2](#f2-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the modules of barnase also kept their compact native conformations so that the module boundaries were completely retained in this control simulation (data not shown). In the case of the unfolding simulations, [Figure 6](#f6-3_1){ref-type="fig"} shows quasi-module boundaries along the time axis for each of 10 unfolding trajectories. The native module boundaries are indicated by pink bars with a width of 2 residues at both sides. The most surprising result of this analysis is that the positions corresponding to the native module boundaries were identified nearly perfectly as quasi-module boundaries throughout all the trajectories ([Fig. 6](#f6-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). Only one exception is that the quasi-module boundary corresponding to the module boundary between modules M4 and M5 disappeared during last 500 ps of the trajectory D9 ([Fig. 6i](#f6-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, there are many residues that are identified as quasi-module boundaries but not close to the native module boundaries. To examine whether these quasi-module boundaries away from the native module boundaries appear as often as those close to the native module boundaries, we plotted a frequency for each residue to be identified as a quasi-module boundary over all trajectories ([Fig. 7](#f7-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). From the plot, it is apparent that residues close to the native module boundaries have much higher frequencies to be identified as quasi-module boundaries than other residues.

We applied again the unifying analysis of all trajectories to see the retention of quasi-module boundaries corresponding to the native module boundaries ([Fig. 5c](#f5-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). At bin Q= 0.875, the boundary between modules M5 and M6 (M5--M6 boundary) was retained with a probability of 0.999 and all the other native boundaries were retained perfectly. At bin Q= 0.625, all five native boundaries were nearly perfectly retained. At bin Q= 0.375, boundaries M3--M4, M4--M5, and M5--M6 were still kept with very high persistency but retention probabilities of M1--M2 and M2--M3 boundaries decreased to about 0.8. Finally, even at bin Q=0.125, three boundaries M2--M3, M3--M4, and M5--M6 were highly retained (persistency; 0.80, 0.72, and 0.67, respectively). Retention probabilities of boundaries M1--M2 and M4--M5 decreased to 0.52 and 0.39, respectively. Average retention probability of all five boundaries at this most unfolded bin was 0.62. This is an unexpectedly high value because conformations at this ensemble contain less than 25% of all native contacts (the range of Q values at this bin is between 0 and 0.25) and persistencies of the native α-helix and the largest hydrophobic core were only 0.27 and 0.11, respectively.

Details of residual native contacts
-----------------------------------

To understand why the module boundaries of barnase were retained as quasi-module boundaries even if barnase was largely unfolded in the unfolding simulations, we examined where residual native contacts tended to be located. We first classified all residual native contacts into intra- and inter-module contacts, and compared their persistency. The number of residual native contacts was gradually decreased along the Q axis with barnase unfolding, but intra-module contacts were more retained than inter-module ones at all stages of unfolding ([Fig. 8](#f8-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). Even at the most unfolded ensemble (the bin of Q = 0.125), 37 of the intra-module native contacts on average were still retained, whereas the inter-module native contacts were almost disappeared (persistency: 0.04).

To further investigate detailed locations of residual native contacts, we drew contact maps where persistency of native contacts for each pair of residues are shown for each of the ensembles in four different bins ([Fig. 9a--d](#f9-3_1){ref-type="fig"} (bottom left triangle halves)). As unfolding proceeded with the decrease of the Q value, persistency of native contacts were generally getting weaker. However, apart from high persistency of short-range contacts in helices, there is a tendency that intra-module contacts formed between terminal regions within each module are relatively well sustained compared to the inter-module contacts. Even at the most unfolded ensemble (the bin of Q = 0.125), there exist clusters of the residual intra-module contacts between terminal regions for modules M2, M3, and M5.

We further focused on native contacts formed between only hydrophobic residues ([Fig. 9a--d](#f9-3_1){ref-type="fig"} top right triangle halves). We found relatively high persistency of hydrophobic contacts between terminal regions within each module except for the N-terminal module M1 and the C-terminal module M6. [Figure 10](#f10-3_1){ref-type="fig"} shows representative conformations of segments corresponding to modules M3 and M5, which are picked up from the most unfolded ensemble (the bin of Q=0.125). It seems that a cluster of hydrophobic residues formed between terminal regions within each module is a major factor to retain native-like compactness of modules.

Discussion
==========

To elucidate a solution of the protein-folding problem, it is crucial to observe ensembles of relatively long-range structures that should connect between an extensively unfolded state and a state with a native-like overall chain topology. To observe such ensembles, we performed heat-induced unfolding simulations of barnase with an assumption that the unfolding process at high temperature significantly agrees with the reverse of folding process at physiological temperature. Although it is no doubt that free energy landscape of proteins inevitably changes when temperature of the system changes, Dinner and Karplus argued, from their lattice model simulations of protein folding/unfolding, that high temperature unfolding pathways resemble most closely the "fast track" of folding because high temperature makes the energy surface smooth[@b38-3_1]. Our simulation results of largely unfolded states at high temperature were at least consistent with available experimental results of a denatured state at physiological temperature[@b10-3_1],[@b11-3_1] in the retention of residual local structures such as the C-terminal portion of α1 and the turn between β3 and β4, as described above. From these simulation data, we tried to extract a working-hypothesis concerning nascent long-range conformations in largely unfolded states, which are hard to be detected by experiments.

Our unfolding simulations of barnase were basically the same in the simulation protocol as that of Daggett's group[@b11-3_1],[@b13-3_1] although using different software. In addition to the observation of the same residual local structures mentioned above, they observed persistence of roughly native-like chain topology in the unfolding simulations. On the other hand, more diverse conformations not necessarily possessing native-like chain topology were sampled in our simulations (see [Fig. 3](#f3-3_1){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#f11-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). This is probably because a larger number of independent unfolding simulations were performed in our study. Surprisingly, even in such more unfolded conformations, we observed with high probability some hierarchical structure composed of quasi-modules (relatively long-range compact segments) corresponding in sequence position and compactness to the native modules (see [Fig. 10](#f10-3_1){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#f11-3_1){ref-type="fig"}). While Daggett's group observed a segment of residues 25--55, which closely corresponds to module M2, behaving as a semiautonomous unit independent of the rest of barnase[@b11-3_1],[@b13-3_1], we observed all of the segments corresponding to the native modules behaving relatively independent of each other in our simulations. Compactness of quasi-modules seems to be maintained by hydrophobic interactions between terminal regions within each module because relatively high persistency of native hydrophobic contacts was observed at such regions.

From these results, we propose a hypothesis that some hierarchical structure composed of quasi-modules appears in an early stage of protein folding, which effectively reduces search space for the native structure. Roughly speaking, native structure of module is a U-turn structure (see [Fig. 10](#f10-3_1){ref-type="fig"}); both terminal parts come close to each other at the protein center and the middle part of a module goes out to protein periphery. And hydrophobic residues are generally often located near both terminal regions of modules (data not shown). In an early stage of protein folding, hydrophobic collapse would occur more frequently between such terminal regions within each module than between those more distantly separated on the primary structure due to smaller loss of chain entropy in the former case than in the latter. These interactions draw both termini of each module close to each other, resulting in the acceleration of the formation of compact conformations of modules, and then followed by searching for native-like relative positioning of modules. It should be noted that Panchenko *et al*. found significant correlation between module and "foldon", where the latter is defined as a kinetically competent, quasi-independently folding unit of a protein based on their energy landscape theory and identified as relatively the minimally frustrated contiguous segments at their native conformations as compared with their calculated molten-globule conformations[@b39-3_1],[@b40-3_1]. For barnase, two foldons (residues 1--30 and 31--55) were shown to fairly coincide with modules M1 (residues 1--24) and M2 (residues 25--52)[@b39-3_1]. Correspondence between foldon and module in several proteins will strengthen the view that module folds rather independently in an early stage of protein folding.

So far, there seems to be no experimental evidence for formation of quasi-modules in denatured states of barnase. Some clue could be obtained from, for example, NMR experiments to measure long distances using site-directed spin and isotope labeling, which are successfully applied to determine roughly overall chain topology of barnase[@b41-3_1].

Molecular dynamics calculations were done mainly in Information Technology Center of Nagoya University. This work was supported in part by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B) from Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan to MG.

![The three-dimensional (3D) structure and structural elements of barnase. (a) Secondary structures: α-helices and a β-sheet are shown in red and green, respectively. (b) hydrophobic cores: Core 1 (blue), core 2 (yellow) and core 3 (red) are shown by space-filling representation. (c) Modules: Six modules are shown in different colors; M1: sky blue, M2: red, M3: magenta, M4: green, M5: blue, and M6: yellow.](3_1_f1){#f1-3_1}

![C^α^-RMSDs from the X-ray structure as a function of time. C^α^-RMSD trajectories of ten unfolding simulations (D1--D10) and of a control simulation at 300 K are shown. Each trajectory is indicated in different color.](3_1_f2){#f2-3_1}

![Final structures at 3 ns end points of ten unfolding trajectories. Secondary structures assigned by DSSP[@b42-3_1] are shown by ribbon representation. Regions corresponding to native modules are shown in different colors. Color representation scheme of modules is the same as that of [Figure 1(c)](#f1-3_1){ref-type="fig"}.](3_1_f3){#f3-3_1}

![Persistency of the native secondary structures in each of ten unfolding simulations as a function of time. Trajectories of fractions of native α-helix and β-sheet are shown in red and blue, respectively. Secondary structures were assigned by DSSP[@b42-3_1].](3_1_f4){#f4-3_1}

![Average persistency of structural elements at each of the four unfolding bins. Persistency of native secondary structures (a), native contacts in hydrophobic cores (b) and quasi-module boundaries corresponding to the native module boundaries (c) is shown. The boundary between modules M1 and M2 is indicated as M1--M2; the other boundaries are indicated in the same way as M2--M3, M3--M4, M4--M5, and M5--M6.](3_1_f5){#f5-3_1}

![Comparison between native module boundaries and quasi-module boundaries (black dots) plotted as a function of time. Quasi-module boundaries were identified for each snapshot conformation in each trajectory of 10 unfolding simulations (a--j). Regions no more than 2 residues away from the native module boundaries are shaded in pink.](3_1_f6){#f6-3_1}

![A frequency for each residue to be identified as a quasi-module boundary over all trajectories of unfolding simulations. Regions no more than 2 residues away from the native module boundaries are shaded in pink.](3_1_f7){#f7-3_1}

![Average persistency of intra- and inter-module native contacts at each of the four unfolding bins.](3_1_f8){#f8-3_1}

![Inter-residue contact maps for each of the four unfolding bins (a: Q=0.875, b: Q=0.625, c: Q=0.375, d: Q=0.125). Average persistency of native contacts for each pair of residues is shown in color: gradation from red to yellow to blue with decreasing persistency between 1.0 and 0.1. All kinds of native contacts (bottom left triangle halves) and only native contacts between hydrophobic residues (top right triangle halves) are considered. The native module boundaries are delineated with horizontal and vertical lines. Small triangle areas on the diagonal lines correspond to intra-module regions.](3_1_f9){#f9-3_1}

![Representative conformations of segments corresponding to modules M3 and M5, which are picked up from the most unfolded ensemble (the bin of Q=0.125). The native structures of the modules are also shown for comparison. A hydrogen bond and a cluster of hydrophobic residues are shown by a red broken line and an orange broken circle, respectively.](3_1_f10){#f10-3_1}

![A representative unfolded structure of barnase. The structure at 3 ns end point of the trajectory D4 (bottom) is shown with the native structure of barnase (top). Color scheme is the same as that of [Figure 1(c)](#f1-3_1){ref-type="fig"}.](3_1_f11){#f11-3_1}

###### 

Overall properties of the final structures in ten unfolding simulations (D1 to D10)

  Properties                                      Native   D1     D2     D3     D4     D5     D6     D7     D8     D9     D10
  ----------------------------------------------- -------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
  RMSD (Å)[a](#tfn1-3_1){ref-type="table-fn"}     --       9.2    12.8   10.3   16.0   6.9    13.0   13.2   10.1   15.4   9.6
  Rg (Å)[b](#tfn2-3_1){ref-type="table-fn"}       13.5     13.8   15.0   14.2   18.3   14.0   15.8   14.6   15.5   17.9   14.4
  ASA (Å^2^)[c](#tfn3-3_1){ref-type="table-fn"}   5923     7548   8175   8098   9655   7711   8455   8127   8172   8585   7476
  Q[d](#tfn4-3_1){ref-type="table-fn"}            1.0      0.41   0.41   0.37   0.26   0.50   0.30   0.35   0.39   0.22   0.44
  H-bond[e](#tfn5-3_1){ref-type="table-fn"}       1.0      0.22   0.22   0.13   0.14   0.15   0.17   0.12   0.11   0.06   0.19

C^α^-RMSD from the native structure.

Radius of gyration.

Accessible surface area.

Q-value (a fraction of residual native contacts; see Materials and Methods).

A fraction of residual native hydrogen bonds.
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